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 Background: Studies of symmetric structures have made important contributions to 

environmental biology, for example, by using fluctuating asymmetry as a measure of 
developmental instability in floral population. Most analyses of fluctuating symmetry 

have focused on parts of leaves with bilateral symmetry. Morphogeometric method 

considers all geometric shape according to the selected landmarks on the surface of the 
plate, and does not operate to specific morphological characteristics viz length veins, 

the size of the angle; therefore, the method has a distinct advantage over trivial methods 
based on individual characteristics of bilateral traits. The undeniable advantage of 

morphogeometric approach is that it enables the evaluation of the FA index basing it on 

complex traits of the whole population. Methods: The purpose of this study has been 
the bioindicative diagnosis of English oak populations as a main species of floodplain 

forest areas, in order to assess their developmental stability. To achieve this purpose 

twenty populations of English oak in the floodplain of the Klyaz'ma River oak forests 
(Quercus robur) have been studied. The values of fluctuating asymmetry indices and 

developmental stability have been determined by morphogeometric method using 

Procrustes analysis in comparison with the normalizing formula on the basis of four 
bilateral traits. The factors of light level and urban pollution have also been considered. 

Results: A positive correlation between the values of fluctuating asymmetry indices, 

calculated by the normalizing formula and by morphogeometric analysis, has been 
obtained. Increased fluctuating asymmetry index was observed in the population under 

the influence of anthropogenic stress as well as in the floodplain population in 2010, the 

year of abnormal drought. Directional asymmetry has been observed in populations of 
Q. robur at low light level. Conclusion: The value of fluctuating asymmetry has not 

been observed to depend on light level. Directional asymmetry has been registered in 

the population Q. robur in low light environment which entailed heterogeneity in the 
shape of leaf blades. Under anthropogenic pressure (urban soil degradation, proximity 

to major highways, organic hydrocarbon pollutants) the level of morphogeometric 

fluctuating asymmetry was the highest, which may point to bioindicative properties of 
English oak. The dry year (2010) as the main stress factor has had a direct impact on 

the riparian population of English oak, increasing the value of fluctuating asymmetry 

and decreasing the developmental stability. Thus fluctuating asymmetry appears to be a 
possible indicator of industrial stress in floodplain oak forests of the European part of 

Russia. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 One of the priority environmental research activities in the Vladimir Region has been maintaining the 

sustainability of broadleaved oak forests’ ecosystems, especially in the Vladimir Region floodplain. These 

forests possess a great water-regulation, soil protection, ecological and hygienic, cultural and aesthetic value. 

The floodplain forests occupy a large area and have a specific structure, special composition and mechanism of 

resistance. 
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 English oak (Quercus robur) is found in the zone of broadleaved cum fir forests in the moraine landscape 

on the Klin-Dmitrov Ridge, on the spur of the Gorokhovetsky district, in the deciduous forests on the slopes of 

Opolje and the indigenous banks of the Oka and Klyaz'ma Rivers. These forests cover about 9 % of the total 

forest area. In the south-west of the city of Vladimir there is a relic forest tract with a non-specific composition, 

in which English oak stand covers a large part (20-25%). 

 The study of the oak leaf blade shape variability was conducted by some authors in different areas and 

biotopes [[1], [6], [7], [19]]. The studies of the morphological features of linden, alder and birch leaf blades 

suggest the growing popularity of morphogeometric analysis [[3], [4], [12]]. The effect of drought conditions 

has been reflected in reduced leaf plate asymmetry of different species of oak [[6],  [9],  [13]]. The influence of 

anthropogenic stress on developmental stability has been studied by morphogeometric method mainly using 

Tilia cordata [ [2],  [4],  [12],  [17]]. 

 The goal of this study is the bioindicative diagnosis of English oak populations, as a main species of 

floodplain forest areas, in order to assess their developmental stability. The research has covered not only the 

ecosystems of flood area mixed forests but also the English oak populations in urban areas. 

 The fluctuating asymmetry (FA) has been the sole criterion for evaluating the developmental stability of 

population. The objective of the study also included morphological features of oak leaf plates [ [15]]. There are 

few studies aimed to determine the value of oak leaf plate asymmetry by morphogeometric method [[19]]. 

 We have not found any sources which deal with morphogeometric FA analysis as compared with the trivial 

method of detecting FA or those which tell about the correlation between the FA and the morphological features 

of English oak leaf blade. The morphogeometric method considers every geometric shape as a whole according 

to the selected points on the surface of the leaf plate, and is not concerned with specific morphological 

characteristics, such as length veins and the size of the angle; therefore, this method has a distinct advantage 

over the trivial methods based on individual characteristics [[11]]. Accuracy and robustness analysis benefit 

from the much larger number of degrees of freedom used in the Procrustes analysis of variance [[16]]. 

 As noted in some studies, the size of English oak leaf blade varies considerably due to the genetically fixed 

norm of reaction. The size of the leaf blade depends both on its location in the tree crown and on the plant’s 

adaptation manifesting itself as a mosaic pattern which enables the effective use of light. Modification 

variability and the related ability to adapt ensure the homeostasis of both a particular organism and the whole 

population [ [5],  [7],  [13],  [21]]. 

 A number of papers considered FA as a random pattern of modification and phenotypic variability, 

indicating a deviation in developmental stability. The effect of genetic properties, for example, those due to 

hybridization of the species on the FA value, is more significant than that of the ecological environment [[7], 

[13], [19]]. 

 The earlier researches helped to establish the scale of developmental stability for some species of trees 

taking into account the developmental stability indices and level of stress. Lately the fluctuating asymmetry 

testing has established itself firmly in the arsenal of present-day approaches to the analysis of morphological 

traits and responses to environmental factors producing immediate quantitative results [[8], [21]]. 

 As follows from the works of Zakharov (2000; 2001) and Palmer, Strobeck (1992; 2003), the traits which 

are suitable for the biodiagnostics are those having significant differences and a wide range of fluctuation. Some 

Russian researchers have conducted studies to determine the most appropriate FA traits free of impurities of 

directional asymmetry (DA) and antisymmetry (AS). However, according to one of the studies the most suitable 

trait is the width of the leaf, another claims it is the distance from the lacuna of the lobes to the midrib. A 

number of authors propose the use of several metric traits, which is surely preferable, although not all the 

selected traits satisfy the presence of pure FA free of other kinds of asymmetry, since every trait cannot be free 

from some directional asymmetry and antisymmetry [[3], [2]]. 

 The popularity of morphogeometric approach is due to its undeniable advantages: the possibility to evaluate 

the FA index on the complex of traits, the integral characterization of the population as well as the method’s 

ability to test the presence of directional asymmetry [[11], [17]]. 

 Antisymmetry, as a kind of bilateral asymmetry, occurs in plants relatively rarely and is characterized by a 

bimodal distribution of the frequency difference between the values of right and left traits, i.e. the deviation 

from the normal distribution. Testing the normality of the study sample distribution is a suitable method for 

determining the antisymmetry. At the same time, some works point to the simple method of testing the AS by 

finding statistically significant negative correlation between the values of the right and left traits [ [18]]. 

 Taking into account how live and unresolved the above-mentioned issues are, the present study has 

determined the fluctuating asymmetry index of English oak leaves by the standard method comparing it with 

morphogeometric method and testing the variability of the leaf blade shape. 
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Collection and measurement: 

 In accordance with standard procedure English oak leaf plates from 20 populations have been collected in 

the Vladimir Region in 2009 - 2014. 

 We selected areas (localities, sites) most typical for the region and reflecting the specific nature of the 

industrial landscape and environmental pressure. These included the two sites in the floodplain of the Klyazma 

River. The first site is a single floodplain oak population, an isolated patch of trees at the forest’s edge with high 

level of light. The second one is a floodplain oak stand making part of the mixed wood in the south-east of the 

city, the Mostostroy district. These two sites differed in habitat composition and in the degree of sunlight 

density. Anthropogenic industrial area (the East District of the city of Vladimir) was represented by the 

population with medium light level found in the vicinity of the littered floodplain pond with signs of serious 

technogenic impact (residues of oil lubricants, auto garages, proximity to the Moscow-Kazan M7 highway). The 

three localities are situated within 20 km of one another. The collections were performed primarily in 

ecosystems classified as hollow sloping tracts with Convallaria majalis floodplain oak forests growing on the 

weak alluvial gley loamy sand soil. The oak leaf samples were made up of 100 leaf plates from each population. 

Every leaf had at least four clearly shaped lobs. The traits producing the smallest effect of directional 

asymmetry or antisymmetry presence have been measured. Simultaneously, the marks (ten twin ones and one 

pair on the axis of asymmetry) have been labelled (Fig.1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Traits and landmarks used to indexing FA by trivial and MG morphfogeometric way (left): 1- the  

distance between the tips of dvelar elements (first first well shaped and next lobes were used); 2 - the  

angle between rachis and the first lateral vein; 3 - the length veins of first lobe; 4 - the distance between  

the bases of the first and the second veins. Right - landmarks into the Procrustean space 

 

Research methodology:  

Method of the normalizing difference:  

 When working with the normalizing formula |R - L| / (R + L) we used four metric traits [ [21]]. Population 

fluctuating asymmetry index was calculated as the arithmetic mean of all the traits of the whole leaf population. 

The essential addition to the procedure was that the collected leaves had bilateral side width 3.5 - 4.5 cm. The 

addition was aimed at eliminating the variation in size thereby reducing the number of discarded samples, due to 

the possible dependence of the FA on the size tag. Another objective was to reduce the allometric variability as 

the variability of forms caused by resizing leaf plates. 

 The measured traits were checked for the presence of directional asymmetry and antisymmetry. The 

directional asymmetry was tested using two-sided paired t - test. With probability p less than 0.05 the sample 

was rejected as that containing DA. 

 The antisymmetry was tested by finding the values of kurtosis. Considerable deviation from the range (-2 ÷ 

- 2) indicated the presence of AS. The significance of kurtosis was tested also by t criterion. Both tests (t - test 

and test for kurtosis) were carried out in Excel medium (the "function" tab). The total number of sample leaf 

plates from every population varied from 100 to 150. All FA samples have been screened for the presence of AS 

and DA. 
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 It has been assumed that the samples represent a random part of the population with normally distributed 

variables, and hence retain the properties of the normal distribution. No clear correlation has been observed 

between the sizes of traits (R + L) / 2 and FA magnitude of these traits (Pearson coefficient is less than 0.7; p > 

0.05). 

 FA index has been found in the traditional way by normalizing the difference (R - L), i.e. according to the 

formula: FA = | R - L | / (R + L), where R and L are the values of the right and left homologous bilaterally 

symmetrical traits. FA2 index was the average sum of the FA values for the traits free of directional asymmetry 

and antisymmetry. 

 

The Morphogeometric method: 

 The leaves were digitized by using Colorpage-Vivid 1200XE scanner, with 300-400 dpi resolution or 

photographed with Panasonic DMC-FZ100 camera and saved in the JPEG format. In the latter case each leaf 

was photographed separately using the "flowers" option and the grid lines to achieve strictly vertical imagery. 

When photographing the main vertical vein was aligned parallel to the grid lines. The labelling was performed 

using TPSdig (Rohlf, 2004). The landmarks were plotted in accordance with conventional dimensional 

characteristics and it was done twice (to ensure finding errors of measurement) for each leaf. The selected 

landmarks were classified as homologous I-II type, i.e. as points fixed in the places of the greatest lobe end 

curvature or in their sinuses and thus being homologous and bilaterally symmetrical [ [14],  [19]]. 

 The files with the XY coordinates were saved in TPS (thin plate spline) format. They were then combined 

into pairs using the TPSutil program (Rohlf, 2008). The data array in the form of completed TPS file contained 

the coordinate values for all sample marks and was used in making Procrustean Two factorial analysis of 

variance, which was conducted using the software package SAGE (Marquez, 2004-2012). SAGE provides for 

the following isometric transformations: scaling, rotation and translation. Thus the superimposition of points has 

been performed to preserve the proportions between them all, including the reflected and translated ones [ [4], 

 [17]]. 

 The Procrustes analysis includes the original and mirrored configurations of a sample combined, and 

superimposes all of them simultaneously. For averaging consensus the method of least squares was used [ [10]]. 

 The morphogeometric fluctuating asymmetry index (MGFA) has been calculated in Procrustes ANOVA as 

the difference between mean squares (MS) of "sample × side" and measurement error. Directional asymmetry 

has been determined by the statistical significance of the "side" factor. Antisymmetry was detected by F-

Goodall test (null hypothesis of fit landmarks configuration to centroid/consensus)) [ [10],  [11]]. These 

statistics are included to give a more absolute measure of goodness of fit. The second approach to the AS testing 

is using Procrustes analysis of variance with bootstrapping which means permutation multiplying of samples 

(1000 iterations). Morphological analysis was carried out using the available forms of visual transformation 

grids showing landmarks deviation in two-dimensional space. Bending arrays indicated a degree of deviation 

from the standard form of consensus. Directional vectors showed the direction of deformation, which obliquely 

indicated directional asymmetry presence of individual traits. 

 For light density measurements the light meter Yu-117 (Priborteh, Russia) was used. These kind 

measurements were carried out for four cardinal directions from a tree trunk with an interval of 1 m to the 

border with the horizontal projection of the tree crown. The control was measured as a current illumination on 

the open place. All measured values of light were converted into relative units and calculated as: T = Ii /I0 , 

where T is the light density (%), Ii is the luminance measured in the i-th point within the plant community at a 

particular time and I0 is the light density on the open control at the same time. In each population three typical 

trees were selected, the mean value was evaluated. 

 

Results: 

 The correlation coefficients were determined based on the results of FA, FA2 and MGFA indices (see Table 

1). As only a few traits showed the presence of AS, they were excluded; this insignificantly influenced the 

results of the correlation between three different fluctuating asymmetry indices. The Goodall’s test showed a 

correlation between the shapes of samples and consensus (p < 0.000). 

 
Table 1: Correlation between the three different indices of fluctuating asymmetry (Spirmen’s r; p < 0.05) 

 FA2 FA MGFA 

FA2 х   

FA 0.93 х  

MGFA 0.77 0.54 х 

 
 The lowest deviation from developmental stability was observed out of major cities. The city oak leaf 
populations showed a high fluctuating asymmetry index near major highways. The largest deviation (FA more 
than 0.064) has been obtained only in the major cities of Vladimir and Kovrov. However, the data obtained are 
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not limited only to the high values of FA indices, which confirms ambiguous multifactorial influence on the 
developmental stability of these populations. 
 Monitoring of the developmental stability of an isolated English oak population in the floodplain of the 
Klyaz’ma River has been conducted in 2009-2014 (high light density). During these five years the MGFA index 
has remained at the level of 0.001- 0.003 except 2010 when precipitation was 25% below average (MGFA = 
0.05; FА2 = 0.08). The obtained result may be due to the severe drought that caused the decline in groundwater 
levels and weakening of the root system functioning (the initial causes are oxygen deficiency, reduced pathogen 
resistance and ability to assimilate), which led to a sharp decline in the developmental stability of the riparian 
populations.  
 To study the effect of light level on MGFA three populations have been observed. Anthropogenic site with 
a medium light density was used as a control for comparison with the sites with different – both high and low – 
light density. The results are represented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: The results of Procrustes 2 way analysis of variance. In a well-lighted area of the floodplain (separate clumps of trees) MGFA  

("sample x side") was slightly higher than in the site with deficit of light (correspondingly F = 4.01; p = 10-6 and F = 2.45; p = 10- 

5). The highest value MGFA was evaluated in industrial modified side (MGFA = 0.003; F = 21.66; p = 10-6) 

population source of variation SS dF MS F р 

floodplain forest, deficit of light, 
n=52 

sample 6.245 1020 0.006 3.255 ****** 

 side 0.061 20 0.003 1.630 * 

 sample x side 1.919 1020 0.002 2.45 ***** 

 error 1.5962 2080 0.001  ns 

floodplain forests, sample 5.027 1040 0.005 3.01 ****** 

high light, n=53 side 0.050 20 0.003 1.56 ns 

 sample x side 1.669 1040 0.002 4.098 ****** 

 error 0.8304 2120 0.001   

industrial side, 
medium light, n=70 

sample 7.607 1380 0.006 2.19 ****** 

 side 0.069 20 0.003 1.37 ns 

 sample x side 3.468 1330 0.003 21.66 ****** 

 error 0.324 1400 0.000  ns 

Notes: SS – sum of square; F – Fisher criterion; MS – mean square; р – level probability; ****** – р < 10-6; ***** – р < 10-5;****– р < 10-

4; * – р < 10-2; ns – statistically insignificant. 

 
 Thus, increased Fisher coefficient and statistical significance level were typical for urban populations with 
high anthropogenic stress. For high-quality visual testing of the light effect on the shape of leaf plates the 
principal component analysis (decomposition into principal components) was used. Each principal component 
corresponded to the portion of the explained variance. The SAGE program enables finding principal component 
(PC) with the number equal to the number of landmarks and displaying the corresponding deformation of 
sample leaf blade averaged configuration. The method of thin plates (thin-plate spline analysis) has been used. 
 The Procrustes space configurations of the first principal component with the biggest share of the explained 
variance (about 50%) have been considered (Figures 2-4). The population in the mixed forest with a low density 
of light (Figure 3) has exhibited the greatest space curvature. In contrast to this no serious difference in the value 
of morphogeometric FA index between the two populations with different light conditions has been obtained. 
 In the urban population with medium light the fluctuating asymmetry was much higher (MGFA =0.003; р < 
10-6; see table 2). The dependence of the asymmetry on size and shape was compared with leaf plates of various 
sizes by means of transformation of grids (the thin-plate). The thin-plate method is the most appropriate one 
because it is simple and convenient to use in 2D space  [14]. Figure 5 traced the migration of landmarks on the 
right side of the blade with its size value changing. The vectors have different directions, which does not imply 
the presence of DA in the context of allometry, i.e. variability depending on the size, while in ecologically 
different conditions (i.e. light) DA has manifested itself as statistically significant. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Floodplain forests; MGFA, PC1 = 48.9%; plenty of light, easy curvature deformation, MGFA = 0.001 
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Fig. 3: Floodplain mixed forest; MGFA, PC1 = 47.3%; shortage of light, high curvature deformation, weak  

directional asymmetry, MGFA = 0.001 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Anthropogenically industrial site, MGFA, PC1 = 51.2%; MGFA = 0.003. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: The change in the shape of leaf blades depending on the size of leaves. On the left: small and on the  

right: large size leaves (mixed forest). Deformation configuration consensus corresponds to the direction  

of vectors. 

 

 Thus the transformational grid, corresponding to the first principal component with the highest density of 

landmarks, indicated a high deformation (wrinkling) of the right part, which confirms the presence of genetic 

component of directional asymmetry. Goodall’s test furnished indirect evidence of the antisymmetry presence 

with regard to the shape. The permutation test provided a more objective conclusion about the normality of the 

analyzed Procrustes distance. Thus, with the level of probability rising (p << 0.000), the permutation test, 

designed to show the result of the interaction of "sample” and “side" factors, has revealed normal distribution 

with low variance heterogeneity of Procrustes distance. In our case, the multiplication of samples has not only 

produced a highly significant p level of morphogeometric MGFA index, but also reduced the presence of 
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directional asymmetry from weakly significant one (p = 0.04) to statistically insignificant (p > 0.05). Therefore, 

permutation reproduction, although performed artificially and oriented towards the original character of 

dispersion, is assumed to be permissible for the normalization of sampling and evaluation of the fluctuating 

asymmetry magnitude in the studies of this kind. We suggest permutation test be used as the screening test for 

the presence of antisymmetry as a genetic component of variations of values "right minus left." 

 

Discussion: 

 The used landmarks can most likely be rated as marks of the second type, i.e. labels with geometric, rather 

than biological, homology. The placement of the so-called semi-landmarks on the right side and the identical 

number of semi-landmarks on the left with the same interval is a less suitable method, because we lose the main 

homological content of bilaterally symmetrical traits.  

 We attribute the greatest stress effect to anomalous climatic impact, such as the dry summer. The obtained 

data contradict the results of some authors, according to which the drought has contributed to the reduction of 

the FA level (Hodar, 2002). It should be noted that the important point is to control the values of leaf plates’ size 

or their bilaterally symmetrical traits. The decrease of their values is typical for the lack of water which causes 

the decrease of the fluctuating asymmetry magnitude. On the other hand, the obtained data confirm the results of 

the Fair  et al (2008) dealing with the stressful impact of drought and high value of FA in the population of 

Quercus undulata oaks. 

 In spite of the statistically significant correlation between various FA indices obtained in the present study, 

the morphogeometric method is highly preferable because of the above-mentioned properties, such as 

integrativeness and efficiency. Searching for specific morphological bilateral traits which are the most suitable 

for bioindication in the context of sustainable development seems to be quite doubtful. 

 The increase of heterogeneity of the leaf plate shape in conditions of light deficit in the context of 

phenotypic plasticity is confirmed in the work published by Fei Hu  et al (2008). In our case, the lack of light 

was accompanied not only by the high variability in shape, but also by the increase of directional asymmetry. 

We have not observed the FA level increase in shade population as compared to well-lighted wood in contrast to 

the data reported by Puerta‐Piñero  et al (2008), obtained, however, according to the normalizing formula. Thus 

the light factor did not cause serious changes in the developmental stability of English oak. 

 It is the approach itself to determining the value of FA that accounts for such discrepancies in the results. 

The morphogeometric method provides a generalized or integrative analysis, including a shape element. Often 

the statistical differences between MGFA values, obtained in Procrustes analysis, are negligible or absent. On 

the contrary, individual traits usually exhibit a high statistical difference between the FA values by normalizing 

formula or that close to it, making this approach simple and accessible when determining the developmental 

stability. Therefore, further morphogeometric FA analysis will include repeated collections of leaf plates from 

each population to determine the MGFA average value. 

 

Conclusions: 

1. Directional asymmetry was present in the Q. robur population under low-light conditions.  

2. Under the conditions of anthropogenic pressure (urban soil degradation, proximity to major highways, 

organic hydrocarbon pollutants) the MGFA level was higher, which may point to bioindicative properties of 

English oak. 

3. The dry year (2010) as the main stress factor had a direct impact on the riparian population of English oak 

increasing fluctuating asymmetry value and decreasing developmental stability. 

4. Heterogeneity in the shape of leaf blades has been more typical for low-light conditions. 
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